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Mastery

Proficient

Needs
Improvement

Foundations Background & Audience Participation
Notes are clear, complete,
and thorough. Post notetaking activities are
complete and thoughtful.
Note reviews are evident by
additions such as questions,
highlights, and/or coding.

Notes are complete but lack
quality. Most post note-taking
activities are complete and
thoughtful. Some note reviews
are evident by additions such as
questions, highlights, and/or
coding.

Notes are incomplete.
Post note-taking activities
are incomplete. Note
reviews are not evident.

The ARTISTIC critique of
fellow compositions was
completed thoroughly and
thoughtfully.

The ARTISTIC critique of
fellow compositions was
completed but could use more
detail.

The ARTISTIC critique of
fellow compositions was
not completed.

Background
Information

Both foundations have been
thoroughly researched and
presentation shows a clear
understanding of the
foundation.

Both foundations have been
researched but may be missing
some key information.
Presentation shows an
understanding but may need
more clarity.

Only one foundation has
been researched and is
missing key information.
Presentation has a lack of
clarity and shows little
understanding of the
foundation.

Connections

Presentation makes distinct
connections between the
two foundations and takes
the initiative to make
further connections with
contemporary life.

Presentation makes some
connections between the two
foundations but does not go
beyond the obvious.

Presentation lacks
connections either between
the foundations or the
foundations and
contemporary life.

Medium

Medium selected made
presentation engaging,
included visuals, and
helped to move the
presentation along.

Medium selected was
appropriate, included visuals,
and helped to move the
presentation along.

Medium selected was
inappropriate, did not
include visuals, and did
not assist in the
understanding of the
presentation.

Performance
Quality

Artistic recreations
maintained the spirit,
energy, and expression of
the original artists’ intent

Artistic recreation presented a
good effort towards maintaining
artists’ intent but was minimal in
energy, spirit, and expression

Artistic recreation lacked
the spirit, energy, and
expression of the artists’
intent

Execution

Technical elements and
choreography was executed
with precision

Technical elements and
choreography was executed
proficiently

Technical elements and
choreography lacked
appropriate execution

Note-taking

ARTISTIC
Critique
Presentation

Recreation
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